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disease. His parting advice to the King and to his
successor was " to burn down every place in the country
not actually occiipied by the royal troops, even if it
were to need eight or ten years for the land to recover.
It was idle to attack the cities one after another; the
only practical plan was one general destruction." In
November 1573 the great Assassin resigned office, and
was succeeded by the Grand Commander Kequesens,
having in his six years of power put to death, as we are
told by the Dutch historians and by the Prince himself,
18,000 persons, and accumulated round his name a mass
of loathing beyond any recorded in modern history.
The retreat and disgrace of Alva mark the point in
the long struggle at which endurance and constancy
were about to triumph over cruelty and force.
During all this time the web of intrigue and negotia-
tion was being unceasingly woven by some of the
subtlest brains and the most indefatigable workers whom
history records. The combinations are of infinite variety
and rapidity of change, and almost every step in the
maze of intrigue is now open to us in the despatches
and memoirs that survive. Volumes would be needed
to unfold in detail the kaleidoscopic variations which
pass from chancery to chancery, from court to court.
But although the combinations seem to vary from day
to day, like the surprises of a game of hazard, we can
see now that the rulers of each country held steadily to
a clear and intelligible policy of their own, perpetually
striving to reach it by continually shifting means.
Spain. France, and England stand forth as the three
dominant powers—Spain, with far the most powerful
armies and the highest renown; France, with all her

